The Devil hates and fights sex!—Just the opposite of what the Church teaches! All his pornography and dirty pictures are to downgrade and belittle sex and literally make it filthy! He belittles and downgrades and contaminates sex and does everything he can against sex because it's just about the most beautiful creation of God! & Satan's System outlaws nudity 'cause it leads to sex!

The Churches say:

Sex was the Original Sin of Adam and Eve! Sex is sin! It's lust! It's sinful! If you're lusting for sex, you're the Devil's friend.

Nudity is shameful, wicked, sinful, nasty, dirty, ugly, vile, awful & a crime!

The Devil is probably the World's greatest enemy of sex, and for the Churches to have taught that sex was a temptation of Eve in the Garden of Eden is one hell of a God-damned doctrine of devils! The Devil hates sex and yet he's got the World deceived into thinking that he loves it, and in order to enjoy it they've got to love him! What a lie, what a deceit, what a doctrine of the Devil!
It's just almost unbelievable how screwed up and twisted the world has gotten over just one thing—sex!—One of the most wonderful creations of God, the most thrilling of all physical experiences, and even spiritual! --The one physical activity that actually is the most marvellously creative of all and will actually create another human being creates life! --And yet they just despise it and deplore it and demean it and degrade it and even make it illegal, along with nudity!

God made them male and female, not the Devil! God blessed them and said, "Be fruitful and multiply!" --God created sex! (Gen 1:28)

And the Devil hates it!

He tried to stop nudity and sex and procreation and the having of children in order to break the first commandment of God which was to be fruitful and to multiply. The Devil attacked at the very root of that multiplication by trying to destroy sex and procreation and the birth of babies and the multiplication of man. —Gen 3:7-11.
And the thing that led to disobedience and the worst sin of all was **unbelief**! **Unbelief in the Word of God and believing the lie of the Devil, that was Eve's sin of the heart and spirit**...

...which, of course, then led to faith in the Devil and his lie. And that is the major sin for which God now holds the World responsible—**not all these other things that the Devil and the World and the System call sins**.

The only way you can possibly regain the freedom and the liberty that Adam and Eve had in the Garden and the **total freedom from guilt and any guilt complexes about sex**, is to find **God and the Truth of His Word**! **That the Mosaic laws and prohibitive laws and strict regulations are all gone and totally superceded by the Love of Christ, the Law of Love**...
...that as long as it's in Love, it's legal with God!

So remember, the Devil hates sex! -- He really hates sex. -- True sex, honest sex, Godly sex, sinless sex, beautiful sex, natural sex, he hates it! All he can offer is a counterfeit substitution and a lie that sex is sin!

If you hate sex, you are one of the Devil's crowd! If you think it's evil, then God and love are evil, for He created it! Come on, let's love and enjoy it like God does! He loves it!

GOD MADE & LOVES SEX!
- Enjoy it!